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Title - Hard To Say
Artist - The Used
Album - In Love and Death
Tuning - Standard

NOTE: This is based off a tab by ErickD but I found his layout confusing and
personally don t like to have to keep scrolling up to find what notes were
used for old verses and then having to place them to the new ones, so, to
make it easier for people who are like me, I have made the layout simpler and
complete.
Please remember though the tab was created by ErickD and please don t post
comments saying this is a copy as I have clearly stated the purpose of this
tab.

Thank you!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intro

e|-----5-----.-----5-----|
B|--------5--.--------5--|
G|--7--------.--7--------|
D|-----------.-----------|
A|-----------.-----------|
E|-----------.-----------|

Verse

    D                Bm                       A
The singer finished singing and she s walking out
    D               Bm                  A
The singer sheds a tear fear of falling out
         G                 A
and it s hard to say how I feel today
    Bm    Bm/A G            A
for years gone by and I cry...

Chorus

D                       D/C#    Bm
  It s hard to say that I was wrong
It s hard to say I miss you
F#m                  G                      D
  since you ve been gone it s not the same



Verse

   D                 Bm                  A
My worries weigh the world how I used to be
    D             Bm                     A
and everything in cold seems a plague in me
         G                 A
and it s hard to say how I feel today
    Bm    Bm/A              A
For years gone by and I cry...

Chorus

D                       D/C#    Bm
  It s hard to say that I was wrong
It s hard to say I miss you
F#m                  G                      D
  since you ve been gone it s not the same
D                  D/C#         Bm
  It s hard to say I held my tongue
It s hard to say if only
F/M#                G                       D
  since you ve been gone it s not the same

Bridge

Em                   Bm         C
   The worst that I fear is the lie you told a thousand times a before
Em                   Bm         C
   The worst that I fear is the night
         G                 A
And it s hard to say how I feel today
    Bm         G            A
for years gone by and I cry...

Chorus

D                       D/C#    Bm
  It s hard to say that I was wrong
It s hard to say I miss you
F#m                  G                      D
  since you ve been gone it s not the same
D                  D/C#         Bm
  It s hard to say I held my tongue
It s hard to say if only
F/M#                G                       D
  since you ve been gone it s not the same
[God it s hard to say] 


